It is desirable to minimize traffic disruption caused by changing IP address during a mobility event. One mechanism to minimize disruption is to expose a shorter network path to the mobility event so only the local network elements are aware of the changed IP address but the remote peer is unaware of the changed IP address.
Introduction
When moving between networks, the endpoint's IP address can change or (due to NAT) the endpoint's public IP address can change. Such a change of IP address breaks upper layer protocols such as TCP and RTP. Various techniques exist to prevent this breakage, all tied to making the endpoint's IP address static (e.g., Mobile IP, Proxy Mobile IP, LISP). Other techniques exist, which make the change in IP address agnostic to the upper layer protocol (e.g., SCTP). The mechanism described in this document are in that last category.
A Traversal Using Relays around NAT (TURN) [RFC5766] server relays media packets and is used for a variety of purposes, including Reddy, et This specification describes a mechanism to seamlessly reuse allocations across client IP address changes without any of the hassles described above. A critical benefit of this technique is that the remote peer does not have to support mobility, or deal with any of the address changes. The client, that is subject to IP address changes, does all the work. The mobility technique works across and between network types (e.g., between 3G and wired Internet access), so long as the client can still access the TURN server. The technique should also work seamlessly when (D)TLS is used as a transport protocol for Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) [RFC5389] . When there is a change in IP address, the client uses (D)TLS Session Resumption without Server-Side State as described in [RFC5077] to resume secure communication with the TURN server, using the changed client IP address.
Notational Conventions
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
This note uses terminology defined in [RFC5245] , and the following additional terminology:
Break Before Make: The old communication path is broken ("break") before new communication can be created ("make"). Such changes typically occur because a network is disconnected with a physical cable, turning radio off, or moving out of radio range. typically occur because a network is connected with a physical cable, turning radio on, or moving into radio range.
3. Mobility using TURN To achieve mobility, a TURN client should be able to retain an allocation on the TURN server across changes in the client IP address as a consequence of movement to other networks.
When the client sends the initial Allocate request to the TURN server, it will include a new STUN attribute MOBILITY-TICKET (with zero length value), which indicates that the client is capable of mobility and desires a ticket. The TURN server provisions a ticket that is sent inside the new STUN attribute MOBILITY-TICKET in the Allocate Success response to the client. The ticket will be used by the client when it wants to refresh the allocation but with a new client IP address and port. This ensures that an allocation can only be refreshed by the same client that allocated relayed transport address. When a client's IP address changes due to mobility, it presents the previously obtained ticket in a Refresh Request to the TURN server. If the ticket is found to be valid, the TURN server will retain the same relayed address/port for the new IP address/port allowing the client to continue using previous channel bindings --thus, the TURN client does not need to obtain new channel bindings. Any data from external peer will be delivered by the TURN server to this new IP address/port of the client. The TURN client will continue to send application data to its peers using the previously allocated channelBind Requests. In Figure 1 , the client sends an Allocate request with an MOBILITY-TICKET attribute to the server without credentials. Since the server requires that all requests be authenticated using STUN's long-term credential mechanism, the server rejects the request with a 401 (Unauthorized) error code. The client then tries again, this time including credentials (not shown). This time, the server accepts the Allocate request and returns an Allocate success response and a ticket inside the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute. Sometime later, the client IP address changes and decides to refresh the allocation and thus sends a Refresh request to the server with MOBILITY-TICKET attribute containing the ticket it had received from the server. The refresh is accepted and the server replies with a Refresh success response and a new ticket inside the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute.
Creating an Allocation

Sending an Allocate Request
In addition to the process described in Section 6.1 of [RFC5766] , the client includes the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute with length 0. This indicates the client is a mobile node and wants a ticket. In addition to the process described in Section 6.2 of [RFC5766] , the server does the following:
If the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute is included, and has length zero, but TURN session mobility is forbidden by local policy, the server will reject the request with the new Mobility Forbidden error code. If the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute is included and has non-zero length then the server will generate an error response with an error code of 400 (Bad Request). Following the rules specified in [RFC5389] , if the server does not understand the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute, it ignores the attribute.
If the server can successfully process the request and create an allocation, the server replies with a success response that includes a STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute. TURN server can store system internal data into the ticket that is encrypted by a key known only to the TURN server and sends the ticket in the STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute as part of Allocate success response. An example for ticket construction is discussed in Appendix A .The ticket is opaque to the client, so the structure is not subject to interoperability concerns, and implementations may diverge from this format. The client could be roaming across networks with different path MTU and from one address family to another (e.g. IPv6 to IPv4). The TURN server to support mobility must assume that the path MTU is unknown and use a ticket length in accordance with published guidance on STUN UDP fragmentation (Section 7.1 of [RFC5389]).
Note: There is no guarantee that the fields in the ticket are going to be decodable to a client, and therefore attempts by a client to examine the ticket are unlikely to be useful.
Receiving an Allocate Success Response
In addition to the process described in Section 6.3 of [RFC5766] , the client will store the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute, if present, from the response. This attribute will be presented by the client to the server during a subsequent Refresh request to aid mobility. If a client wants to refresh an existing allocation and update its time-to-expiry or delete an existing allocation, it sends a Refresh Request as described in Section 7.1 of [RFC5766] . If IP address or source port number of the client has changed and the client wants to retain the existing allocation, the client includes the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute received in the Allocate Success response in the Refresh Request. If there has been no IP address or source port number change, the client MUST NOT include a MOBILITY-TICKET attribute, as this will be rejected by the server and the client would need to retransmit the Refresh Request without the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute.
Receiving a Refresh Request
In addition to the process described in Section 7.2 of [RFC5766] , the server does the following:
If the STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute is included in the Refresh Request and the server configuration changed to forbid mobility or the server transparently fails-over to another server instance that forbids mobility then the server rejects the Refresh request with a Mobility Forbidden error code and the client starts afresh with a new allocation.
If the STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute is included in the Refresh
Request then the server will not retrieve the 5-tuple from the packet to identify an associated allocation. Instead the TURN server will decrypt the received ticket, verify the ticket's validity and retrieve the 5-tuple allocation using the ticket. If this 5-tuple obtained does not identify an existing allocation then the server MUST reject the request with a 437 (Allocation Mismatch) error. If the ticket is invalid then the server MUST reject the request with a 400 (Bad Request) error. The TURN server MUST continue receiving and processing data on the old 5-tuple and MUST continue transmitting data on the old-5 tuple until it receives an Send Indication or ChannelData message from the client on the new 5-tuple or an message from the client to close the old connection (e.g., a TLS fatal alert, TCP RST). After receiving any of those messages, a TURN server discards the the old ticket and the old 5-tuple associated with the old ticket from its state data. Data sent by the client to the peer is accepted on the new 5-tuple and data received from the peer is forwarded to the new 5-tuple. If the refresh request containing the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute does not succeed (e.g., packet lost if the request is sent over UDP, or the server being unable to fulfill the request) then the client can continue to exchange data on the old 5-tuple until it receives Refresh success response.
The old ticket can only be used for the purposes of retransmission. If the client wants to refresh its allocation with a new serverreflexive transport address, it MUST use the new ticket. If the TURN server has not received a Refresh Request with STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute but receives Send indications or ChannelData messages from a client, the TURN server MAY discard or queue those Send indications or ChannelData messages (at its discretion). Thus, it is RECOMMENDED that the client avoid transmitting a Send indication or ChannelData message until it has received an acknowledgement for the Refresh Request with STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute.
To accommodate for loss of Refresh responses, a server must retain the old STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute for a period of at least 30 seconds to be able to recognize a retransmission of Refresh request with the old STUN MOBILITY-TICKET attribute from the client. In addition to the process described in Section 7.3 of [RFC5766] , the client will store the MOBILITY-TICKET attribute, if present, from the response. This attribute will be presented by the client to the server during a subsequent Refresh Request to aid mobility.
New STUN Attribute MOBILITY-TICKET
This attribute is used to retain an Allocation on the TURN server. It is exchanged between the client and server to aid mobility. The value of MOBILITY-TICKET is encrypted and is of variable-length. This section records the status of known implementations of the protocol defined by this specification at the time of posting of this Internet-Draft, and is based on a proposal described in [RFC6982] . The description of implementations in this section is intended to assist the IETF in its decision processes in progressing drafts to RFCs. Please note that the listing of any individual implementation here does not imply endorsement by the IETF. Furthermore, no effort has been spent to verify the information presented here that was supplied by IETF contributors. This is not intended as, and must not be construed to be, a catalog of available implementations or their According to [RFC6982] , "this will allow reviewers and working groups to assign due consideration to documents that have the benefit of running code, which may serve as evidence of valuable experimentation and feedback that have made the implemented protocols more mature. It is up to the individual working groups to use this information as they see fit".
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Security Considerations
TURN server MUST always ensure that the ticket is authenticated and encrypted using strong cryptographic algorithms to prevent modification or eavesdropping by an attacker. The ticket MUST be constructed such that it has strong entropy to ensure nothing can be gleaned by looking at the ticket alone.
An attacker monitoring the traffic between the TURN client and server can impersonate the client and refresh the allocation using the ticket issued to the client with the attackers IP address and port. MOBILITY-TICKET attribute from the client it identifies that it is indeed the same client but with a new IP address and port using the ticket it had previously issued to refresh the allocation. If (D)TLS is not used or (D)TLS handshake fails, and authentication also fails then TURN client and server MUST fail, and not proceed with TURN mobility.
Security considerations described in [RFC5766] are also applicable to this mechanism.
